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Questions 

S
co

r
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A. Match each sentence with its related picture (One is extra). 

 

1- Asia is the largest continent of the world. 

2- My younger brother is a great couch potato; he can watch TV 24 hours a day 

3- More than 40 percent of the students go to university. 

4- My sister measures herself every month. 
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B. Fill in the blanks with the given words. One word is extra.  

1-  Does water really……………….………...on Mars.    

2-  I usually go out and…………………………with my best friends.  

3- If you have a……………….………. diet, you will get all the vitamins you need.  

4- Our teacher tried to explain the new sentences……………….………..of a dictionary. 
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C. Match the words in column A with the words or phrases in column B. (There is 

one extra choice in B.) 

          A                                             B 
1. vary                                    a. 100 years                              

2. despite                                b. percent 

3. society                                c. a large group of people who live together 

4. century                               d. to be different from each other 

                                                     e. without taking any notice of 
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D. Choose appropriate words to complete the sentences. 
 

1. There was (some/ a few) coffee in the cup. 

2. I saw (much/ many) visitors in the museum. 

3.  We had (a little/ a few bread) in the fridge. 

4. I drank (a glass/ a loaf) of orange juice. 
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hang out / exist / balanced / rarely / by means 

 

 
 

  

a b c d 

  2  آزمون  کتبی نوبت اول زبان نام آزمون:

1انگلیسی   

 انگلیسسزب 
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Questions 
S

co
re E. Choose the best choice.  
1- Mina enjoys ……………………. The net and watching TV. 

A ) jogging                             B ) reading                   C ) looking                 D ) surfing  

2- What is the …………………. Language of Indian people?  Hindi.  

A ) native                              B ) endangered            C) popular                 D) difficult 

3-  A ……………….. diet contains a lot of fresh fruits and vegetables.  

A ) balanced                         B ) healthy                   C ) dangerous            D ) A & B  

4-  My friend wants to know the ………………….. of her real father.  

A ) value                               B ) custom                   C ) identity                   D ) ability 
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F. Look at the pictures and complete the following sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Doing daily ………..keeps us strong and healthy. 

 

2. My uncle taught me how to …………... the fire in the jungle. 
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G. Put the words in the box in the correct group. / Rearrange the words to create a 

sentence. 

 
Melon –   bread – Water – coffee – rice – paper 

 

A cup of A glass of a bag of a piece of a slice of a loaf of 

      
 

1.5 

 

H. Read the text and find five errors and correct them. 

 
My family and I went Moghan plain last summer. It is one of the nicest places in Iran. There was a lot of 

wild flowers. We took some pictures of that beautiful flowers. There were many man and woman in the 

plain. We talked to them about nature. We enjoyed their visit. 

1…………. 2…….….. 3……….…4….……....  
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I. Write the synonyms or antonyms of the given words. 
 

Absolutely=                                                      popular=                                 

Depressed#                                                       calm#                                       

1 
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Questions 
S

co
re J. Read the following sentences and complete the table.  

  
1- They gave him a glass of milk and a loaf bread yesterday. 

2-  Mom was cooking dinner in the kitchen when father arrived. 

 

subject Verb object place time 

     
 

1.5 

K. Fill in the blanks with the given words. One word is extra. 
 

 
 All languages are really valuable, ….....… their differences. Every language is a/an …...… means of 

communication that meets the …….…. of its speakers. It is ...….…. to imagine the world without 

language. Therefore, we must …...…. all languages, no matter how …....… they are and how many 

speakers they have. 

 

1.5 

L. Unscramble the given words.  
1- this / do / how / eggs / you / cake / many / in / use / ? 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .  

2- us / well / Sara / after / very / looked / .  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
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M. one odd out. 
1. hundred, million, many, ten 

2. moon, century, year, month 

3. belief, brain, wish, feeling 

1.5 

 

N.  Read the following passage and answer the questions.  

Speaking a foreign language is what most people want. Every year many people start 

learning one. Some people try at home with books and tapes. Some use the radio or TV 

programs; thousands go to evening classes. If they use the language only 2 or 3 times a 

week, it will take a long period of times to learn a language, like language learning at school. 

Some people try to learn a language by studying for 6 hours or more a day. Some travel to 

the country where the language is spoken to learn it. However, most people do not have 

enough money to go abroad. Some people need the language to do their work better. For 

example, students, doctors, and scientists need to read foreign books and reports. Others 

need it for some other ends.  

Whether the language learned quickly or slowly, it is hard work. Labs and good books and 

tapes will help, but nothing can be as helpful as a good teacher.  
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different – impossible – amazing – despite – needs – native - respect 
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1- Does language learning at school take a short time?  

 

2- Why do doctors & scientists need to learn a foreign language?  

 

 3- The passage tells us that most people do not have enough money to 

…………………………. 

A) do their work better 

B) go to evening language classes  

C) travel to the country where the language is spoken  

D) read foreign books & reports  

  4-  We understand from the passage that learning a language by 

…………………………… is the most useful way.  

A) using labs & tapes 

B) The help of a good teacher  

C) good books & reports  

D) traveling to other countries  

 

5-  The quickest way to learn a language is learning it at home.   

     True                        False                Not mentioned  

     

6- Generally learning a foreign language is hard. 

     True                         False               Not mentioned  

 
Good Luck 

Samira Sartibi 
 

 

 

 

 



  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

                                                     پاسخنامه                رديف

A  1.d                          2.a                            3.b                                 4.c

B  1.exist                   2.hang out               3.balanced                  4.by means 

C  1.d                          2.e                            3.c                                 4.a 

D  1.some                  2.many                    3.a little                        4.a glass 

E  1.D                         2.A                            3.D                                4.C 

F 
  1. exercise           2.put out 

G  A loaf of A slice of A piece of A bag of A glass of A cup of 
bread melon paper rice water coffee  

H  a lot of…         were       2.that         those               3.man      men              4.Woman      women was1. There  

I  Absolutely = completely, certainly                                                 Popular=famous
Depressed # Happy, cheerful                                                           Calm# Excited, Nervous 

J  

1. 
time place object verb subject 
yesterday ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ him, A glass of milk 

and a loaf of bread  
gave They 

2. 
time place object verb subject 
When father 
arrived 

In the kitchen dinner Was cooking Mom 
 

K  
All languages are really valuable, …despite.... their differences. Every language is a/an …...amazing..… 
means of communication that meets the …needs….…. of its speakers. It is ...impossible.….…. to imagine 
the world without language. Therefore, we must …respect...…. all languages, no matter 
how....different..… they are and how many speakers they have. 

L  1.How many eggs do you use in this cake?
2.Sara looked after us very well. 

M  1.many                     2.moon                      3. brain 

N  
1.No it doesn’t. It takes a long period of time.
2.To do their work better.
3.C                             4.B
5. Not mentioned                              6. True 
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